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The year is almost gone….and to be honest, I did not achieve all the modeling goals I intended to. I
had intended to have the Gamecock ready for the John Watters Scale day…but work got in the way, and I
had intended to get the pedal-car ready for the grandkid’s Christmas presents by now….but work and a bad
back put paid to that idea!…it will have to be a birthday present now!
I can usually achieve what I set out to do…I just break down the project into it’s major sections, get
the required materials and sketches and drawings done…and make the time available. I’m sure you all have
similar ways of getting a project finished within a particular time frame. Maybe it’s just that as one gets
older it is just that much harder to fit everything in.
Hey I’ve just had an idea…..why don’t I retire and give myself more time!!! Now almost everyone
who I talk to about retirement says to me…”you’ll never have any time for yourself”…or something like
that, assuring me that once you retire you’ll never be busier. Well I recon it’s worth a try! I’ve been selfemployed and working from home most of my life and with a bit of luck I should be able to plan my week
to set aside some time for my hobby.
Someone was asking about the pedal-car at the field recently, so here are a couple of photos of the
plug ready to have the mould made. The mould will be an eight-piece split mould using placticine dams to
form vertical faces of the various sections. The “fins’ that are produced between the individual sections of
the mould give it strength and rigidity and keep everything in shape properly. The technique is used to make
fuselages and cowlings for model aircraft…it’s just a bit bigger!

With four grandsons all under three years old, the mould will be busy turning out body shells for a while.
I’m going to paint all of them yellow…each with a different coloured stripe down the middle…that way I’ll
have some touch-up paint for my own car.
OK….back to model aircraft…..I’ve noticed that a lot of club members are changing over to petrol
engines, mainly I suspect for the cheaper running costs. Even OS, probably the most well respected model
aircraft engine manufacturer, is now offering more ‘sparkies’ in their range. Having operated petrol engines
for a couple of years now, I’ve got to admit that once they are properly tuned are very easy to operate. The
only thing they seem to lack is the smooth throttle response that the methanol engines have.
With the trend to larger motors we need to keep an eye out…or should that be an ear out….for sound
levels at the field. Engine sound levels is directly proportional to the propeller speed as well as the muffler
type. When the engine speed increases, the prop tip gets into some pretty high numbers and that’s what
makes the noise. Going up a size on the pitch or diameter will usually lower the revs and reduce the noise
considerably. It would seem that certain sound frequencies are more offensive than others, and that in some
cases the volume isn’t actually the culprit at all…..either way, keep the sound below 97Db and we’ll all be
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happy. “Dems da rules!” Which reminds me that I have to sound check my new Turbulent next weekend,
and if anyone else out there hasn’t had their model checked, ask one of the committee or flying instructors
to get the sound meter out, check the volume and put it in the book. If you are new to the club and haven’t
been doing this….come and see me out at the field and I’ll take you through it…it only takes a minute and
we all need to have our models checked….electric models excepted…..and pulse-jets needn’t even try!!
We’ve had a lot of new members joining the club recently and we need to make them welcome in
every way we can. Having said that, we can only do what we are asked to. It’s also up to new members to
get to know the club rules (on the web site) and general protocols and accepted flight-line procedures.
The most obvious things to point out are that petrol or methanol engines must be started at the starting
tables or restraining posts…and electric motors armed on the wooden starter table….not at the covered
benches…and disarmed again as you leave the field and before you reach the covered bench area. This is a
safety requirement that is designed to avoid any nasty accidents….it is important.
The next thing is that once the motor is running, the model must be either wheeled or carried out past
the fence, either way it must be retrained by hand until you reach the field. If you have a larger model and
this becomes difficult, then use the starter restraining posts out on the field. Once you join the pilots at the
fight line, have a look and see which way the rest of them are circulating. If the wind is from the north
(dam) end…then the circuits will be right hand. The wind sometimes changes during the duration of a flight
and there may need to be a decision made to alter the circuit direction in order to make take-offs and
landings easier and safer….if this is the case then unless there is a safety officer on duty (often the case) it is
up to the pilots on the flight-line themselves to make the call. I suggest that if this situation occurred while
you are flying, talk clearly among yourselves and once in agreement, make the call load and clear. If you are
joining the flight line and are about to take off when you realize that the circulating aircraft are all going the
wrong way because the wind has changed direction since they all took off, then wait while the call is made
for a change of direction and take off once it is safe to do so. If the breeze is only very light and is
constantly changing as it often does in such conditions, it should have little effect on the take-off and
landings anyway. The thing to keep in mind is…talk to each other out there if there is any need to….treat
things as if you were talking to the tower from a full-size aircraft.
The correct procedure when at the flight line is to call out loud and clear your intentions…..
“ON THE FIELD” ……..when you are about to taxi out onto the field.
“TAKING OFF” ……….when you are about to open the throttle.
“LAUNCHING” ……….when you are about to hand launch a model
“LANDING” …………..when you enter a landing pattern
“ON THE FIELD” ……..when you need to go onto the field to retrieve a model.
From a safety point of view don’t taxi the model with the engine running behind the pilot’s and it is
also a good idea to not have a model standing with it’s engine running for too long close to the pilots –
someone who is attempting a landing may need to hear their engine to get the correct throttle setting on
approach.
Members who have not gained their Bronze wings must have a club member who has got one
standing next to him. This is a requirement that means some of us will have to fulfill this role from time to
time – it’s something that someone else did for us at some stage, so make yourself available to the newer
members until they have gained their wings.
On that subject…a good type of model to use for your bronze wings test is probably a light-weight
foamy type trainer….which is also the best type these days to learn to fly on too. Not expensive, forgiving
of those inevitable lapses in concentration and easy to fly. Ok…so they may not be very sexy and not
exactly the 7 kilo war-bird you had in mind…but that will come much quicker if the fundamentals are
imprinted into you brain at the earliest opportunity. And remember there is no substitute for ‘stick time’, so
get out there whenever you can and fly the pants off that trainer till you can drive that baby exactly where
you want it to go…rather than simple following it around the sky saying to yourself .”Yeah, that’s roughly
what I had in mind”…If you are making excuses for yourself…..keep at it…fly more! Get advise from the
instructors…they know what they are talking about. Find one that you get on with and use him profitably.
Let me finish this month with best wishes for a very happy Christmas and New Year….see you all at the
field soon……
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CHRISTMAS TWILIGHT MEETING
People started arriving from about 4 o’clock
and took advantage of some very calm weather
and as the sun set, the flight-line was still full of
all shapes and sizes…..and there was a variety of
models too…☺

As the sky became too dark to see where the model
was it was time for the lights to go on…….
Left: Michael and Lyn Stock with their…er…light
aircraft……”Oh come on…it wasn’t that bad”…!!

There ought to have been a prize for the most
colourfully lit model…..something we can think about for
next year maybe?
Just a thought, but I don’t think we realize just how
spectacular this sort of thing is. It would make a really
good impression on the general public at an evening open
day show…could be a good fundraiser eh?
Hey Darren, how about lights on the autogiro blades?
Right: Adrian’s colourful model about to get the old
‘heave ho’ into the ‘wild black yonder’.
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Above: Brian readies his model………………and……………..lights up the sky

Brian and Adrian entertained us with some “jettie” things….Brian’s pulse-jet lived up to it’s
reputation in every way!!!…and Adrian’s turbine gave a spectacular display of flames on the wrong side of
the combustion chamber before it settled down and reached full song. Thanks guys…great show…it’s been
a while since I have heard (and felt) that sort of sound.

Above: Brian’s pulse-jet (see the web site for a video)

Adrian’s turbine

Hey…what’s that aroma…..no, it’s not
the smell of red-hot stainless steel from the
back end of Brian’s pulse-jet……and it’ not
the
kerosene
smell
of
Adrian’s
turbine…..it’s the fantastic smells emanating
from the club BBQ - Graham, Jenny, Noel
and Jan have done their magic again and
produced another feast for us. With tinsel on
the posts, Chrissy paper on the tables and
holly hung around the place the only thing
missing was a visit from the Man in the Red
Suit.
Maybe next year we can get John
Muckalt to drop him out of his lollie
bomber…just a thought!
Right: The ladies get the food ready…while
the fellers look after the drinks….some
things never change eh?
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Above: Full house at the field……the club house, the pits and the flight-line all well attended.
Thanks for a great roll-up of club members and a memorable night together.
A big heap of thanks must go to the catering team, and all those who brought food along to make the
evening so enjoyable…….Phil Birt’s sweet creation was especially well received……keep that coming
Phil.
INFDOOR FLYING
Thought it was about time that those of you who haven’t been along to the indoor flying were given
an idea of just how many modelers get along there each month……here’s a photo of last month’s mob…..by
no means the biggest we’ve had either.
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During last month’s evening
one of the models ‘landed’ on the
window cill about six metres above the
floor level…nothing would budge
it…not even the trusty toilet roll! So
one of the flyers went home and came
back with rope climbing gear…turns
out he is an arborist.
A quick catapult shot with a
fine line over a handy exposed steel
beam – pull a rope over and attached
the harness…and up he went, like he’d
been doing all his life…..! Handy to
have the right guys around when you
need them.
He was quick to point out that
he knocks off work to relax….not to
go back to work……so…”PLEASE
DON’T DO THAT AGAIN”…☺
All good fun and was terrific to
watch an expert as work.
There will be no flying at Cornerstone in January – they are resurfacing the court – back on again in Feb.
‘CAUGHT IN THE ACT’ ……of flying at the field
Left: Bill Kent and his new Mitchell bomber
Bill tested her on one engine and found that she
flew perfectly safely….but he got a fair bit of
height before he switched that motor off.

Right: Ron Dunstan and his
4 FUN (enlarged)
A model designed by Murray
Scott specifically for 4 strokes
when they first became popular.
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Left: someone complained to me that there
was rarely a shot of ME in the newsletter!
…..just to prove him wrong…here I am with
my latest model…a Druine Turbulent.
It was built many years ago and refurbished
recently – I acquired her and modified the
nose structure to accommodate a 25cc gasser

Right: Darren about to launch his new
foamy pylon type racer…goes hard…turns
quick!
I need to get one too…then we can have
some serious fun….any other takers for
some racing out there?

Left: a couple of indoor aerobatic models
snapped at Cornerstone College last month.
They fly slow and gracefully in the air,
but they need experienced fingers on the sticks
to get the best out of them.
They are available in “flat pack” form
on the night….about $20 will prize one out of
Mike Schneider.
They only need a few evenings to
assemble along with a few bits of carbon rod,
glue, motor and radio gear – they come with
instructions – if you’ve got bronze wings you
should be able to fly one – go on have a go!!!
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Right: new member
Trevor Smith and his very neat Kyosho Colmoto

Welcome to the club Trev – glad to have you on
board.

AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION QUIZ
This is a new section that I have dreamed up – following on from a
comment I made in the last newsletter about a possible next scale subject that
I have been researching.
See if you can identify the aircraft from this small visual grab….if no
one gets it right, I’ll add a bit more next month until it has been identified
correctly.
The first person to correctly identify the aircraft will get the honour of
being the first person to correctly identify the aircraft…!
Ok so the picture is a bit fuzzy…what did you think this was going to be
easy or something..?
Please use the contact field on the web site to let me know what you
think it is………..www.rcaircraftclub.com
NEXT GENERAL MEETING – TUESDAY 27th JANUARY
See you at the Great Eastern Hotel - Littlehampton…..6.00 for a meal…..meeting starts at 7.00.
Cheers
Paul

HAPPY
CHRISTMAS
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